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"Your Stockholm Travel Guide is a book that leads you directly to the best Stockholm has to offer - it

includes great tips for free things to do and free events throughout the year, neither of which is

found in other travel books for Stockholm."A travel guide without fuss, this publication takes you to

the most popular attractions and provides in-depth attraction profiles with addresses and opening

hours. If you are unsure where to sleep and eat, follow the recommendations for hotels and

restaurants. Then, thereâ€™s also practical information on how to get around using public

transportation, about the local weather, and how to make your visit to Stockholm cheaper overall.

And if you have enough of the city, this travel guide includes a list of ideas for day trips to nearby

destinations. This Book Includes:Popular Attractions in StockholmFree Things to Do in

StockholmFree Events in StockholmWalking Tour InformationGreat Day Trips from StockholmHow

to Get Around in StockholmAccommodations in StockholmNightlife in StockholmShopping in

StockholmHow to Make Stockholm Cheap(er)The Weather in SwedenBONUS: The 7 Wonders of

SwedenAnd More...!
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Truth to tell, most towns have much in common. Masses of houses both big and small, thousands of

people moving about, streets with and without shops, restaurants, bars and hotels. When you arrive

in a new one, what do you do? Yes, you visit a museum, or visit a well known landmark; and after

that? Visiting a new city can be very confusing for nothing is familiar. What you need is a guide. A

congenial and knowledgeable person is best, but lacking that, what you need is a guide book with

similar qualities. Such books come in a variety of formats. If you want something that is clear, brief,

direct, cheerful, practical and easy to read, choose Your Stockholm Travel Guide. It is especially

helpful for those who can't spend lavishly, and want to pick up the feel of the place. It's very helpful

for doing things like choosing a hotel, eating on the go, and seeing free events and places. Take a

look and see for yourself! E.S.

Your Stockholm Travel Guide made my vacation planning go from stressful to exciting. Planning a

European vacation is a time consuming and intimidating experience. Author N. T. Gore changed all

that for me with this comprehensive guide to Stockholm. While I have been to Europe before this will

be my first time to Stockholm. As avid travelers, my husband and I are always on the lookout for our

next vacation spot. In this guide I found information on hotels, restaurants, attractions, day trips,

nightlife, transit, and so much more. There is also a section on things to do in Stockholm that are

free and how to save money while there. I am so happy to have found this book and to get the

European vacation of my dreams. I highly recommend it!

I am a fan of NT Gore's travel books and guides so I took this one on a 10 day holiday to Stockholm

this summer and it was a perfect fit. The organization of the book and in depth attraction profiles

were really good ideas. The next edition could even maybe have restaurants in it as well, that would

be even better. But I'm sure they'd end up raising the price to make a thicker book so this one was

perfect. The special section of the seven wonders of Sweden was really neat and I got to see two of

them.

Everybody wants some guidance before travelling any area and these guidance much more

importance and save his/her time and money by turning over an awesome travelling experience.

This book is best for Stockholm trip where found everything with clear cut description... right

direction that what you have to do to maximize your pleasant of travelling. Well written and rich book

for trip lovers.



Everything you need to plan a great getaway to Stockholm! I love the style in which this wonderfully

illustrated book is written. Great advice, great information, and so helpful. All together, a very useful

investment. Highly recommended!

I used this book before and during my Stockholm trip - felt like I knew the city and what to see there

- was very happy I had this guide with me!

This short but complete guide features everything you will need to know when visiting Stockholm.

You will find a range of free things to do and see in Stockholm, tips on accommodation, nightlife,

restaurants and much more. I will be using this guide as my guide during my upcoming visit to

Stockholm soon!

The guide is perfect in case you are already at the city and have not done your homework. It is not

extensive, so I would have gone for a longer version if I had had the time.
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